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High-frequency dynamics of the glass former dibutylphthalate under pressure
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The high-frequency dynamics of a fragile molecular glass former~dibutylphthalate! was studied through
inelastic x-ray scattering~IXS!, as a function of pressure and temperature. The mesoscopic structural arrest
associated with the glass transition process was tracked by following upon cooling the inelastic excitations at
fixed Q points in the dispersion curves, at ambient pressure and 2 kbar. The application of pressure to this
system induces an offset between themacroscopicglass transition temperatureTg and themesoscopicglass
transition temperature, as determined from IXS. The concomitant fragility decrease of dibutylphthalate under
pressure unveils that the stronger the glass former is, the more its mesoscopic dynamics differ from the
macroscopic regime. This trend is interpreted as the signature of a nanoscopic inhomogeneous elastic network.
Further aspects of this system are obtained when studying the temperature dependence of its nonergodicity
factor f Q(T). The chemical specificity of the molecule is suggested to be responsible for the nonobservation of
a critical temperatureTc in dibutylphthalate up to;300 K.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cooperative character of the glass transition ma
the collective dynamics of glass forming liquids an essen
feature to be investigated. While techniques such as nuc
magnetic resonance or dielectric relaxation provide inform
tion on concerted molecular motions inherent to t
microsecond/nanosecond time scale, inelastic scatte
spectroscopies complete the picture down to the nanom
picosecond scale. In this respect, the development of ine
tic x-ray scattering~IXS! has considerably helped improv
our knowledge of the acoustic dynamics in disordered s
tems at the mesoscopic scale. It is now well established
glass forming liquids sustain well defined terahertz harmo
excitations until the phonon wavelength matches aQ value
located at about a few tenths of the first sharp diffract
peak~ca. a few nm21) @1#. Unlike crystals, the phonon mea
free path in disordered systems is restricted by the topol
cal disorder, experimentally showing up as aQ2 dependence
of the excitations broadenings.

Upon freezing through the glass transition the phonon p
tern is slightly modified, though with no such change th
could straightforwardly account for the salient glasses vib
tional anomalies, such as the vibrational density of sta
excess or the so-called ‘‘boson peak.’’ This contrast betw
very pronounced glass vibrational properties and ne
‘‘featureless’’ phonon dispersion curves calls for a better
sessment of the vibrations detected by IXS. In particular,
not yet clear whether the dispersion relations observed
tween phonon energyV and momentum transferQ over the
(1 –10)-nm21 range reflect a homogeneous or an inhomo
neouselasticdisorder. Indeed, it has been argued@2# that the
observation of a linear dispersion relation betweenV andQ
in glasses can either well reflect propagating or nonpropa
ing dynamics. This yet unresolved issue deserves deepe
amination as the concept of dynamical heterogen
1063-651X/2002/66~3!/031510~8!/$20.00 66 0315
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emerges out of several experiments@3–7#, simulation works
@8–11#, and theories@12–15#. The common point made in
these latter works is that nanoscopic privileged correlati
~clusters! exist either as transient aboveTg or as frozen be-
low Tg , conferring the ensemble dynamics a heterogene
character. In the supercooled state, the lifetime of the
sumed clusters is predicted to compete with vibrational p
ods (vt.1) and should therefore modify the collective d
namics as far as quantities related to vibrational ene
propagation are concerned. Inelastic x-ray scattering app
therefore as a very adequate tool to test the relevancy of
type of assertion.

So far, most of the studies dedicated to the investigat
of the acoustic dynamics in disordered systems have b
performed as a function of temperature. In the aim of be
characterizing the elastic network, the pressure paramete
pears as an additional pertinent tool. Previous studies m
on polymer glasses@16# showed that the response of th
collective dynamics to the application of a hydrostatic pr
sure is more biphasic than monotonic, thereby giving a h
of a nonuniform elastic disordered network. It is the aim
this work to further explore this notion by studying a gla
former under high pressure, below and above its glass t
sition temperature.

The sample chosen for this purpose is dibutylphthal
~DBP!, classified as a fragile glass former. Raman and vib
tion density of states measurements on this material dem
strate the existence of a boson peak around 2 meV@7#,
thereby testifying non-Debye acoustic dynamics, a gl
landmark. DBP turns out as a suitable sample for our inv
tigation for two reasons:~i! unlike other molecular glass
formers, it does not crystallize spontaneously, thus ensurin
pressure study without crystallization problems;~ii ! accord-
ing to pressure-temperature viscosity measurements@17#,
DBP shows an enhanced pressure sensitivity in compar
to another glass former, namely, glycerol.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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Inelastic x-ray scattering measurements were perform
in a temperature interval that spans the liquid, supercoo
and glassy states of DBP for applied pressures ranging
tween 0 and 4 kbar. Following the temperature evolution
IXS spectra at fixedQ points in the dispersion curve, w
observed the splitting of themesoscopicglass transition tem-
perature from itsmacroscopiccounterpart between 0 and
kbar. This result is put in relation with the lower fragility o
this material under pressure, thereby suggesting that
stronger the glass former is, the more the mesoscopic
namics deviate from the macroscopic dynamics. Fix
temperature variable-pressure measurements were
achieved. Quite similarly to the effect of cooling, the depe
dences of the IXS excitations upon pressure increase sh
crossover between two linear regimes; such crossove
identified as a glass transition pressure, which there a
does not seem to scale with macroscopic evaluations ofPg .
Finally, the quantitative analysis of the elastic and inelas
components of theS(Q,v) allowed us to point out the un
usual temperature behavior of the nonergodicity fac
f Q(T), in DBP. Arguments based on the chemical specific
of the molecule are given in order to explain this behavio

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Inelastic x-ray scattering

The experiment was carried out in two different runs
the two inelastic x-ray scattering beamlines of the Europ
Synchrotron Radiation Facility~ID16 and ID28!. In the first
run ~ID16!, measurements were made at room tempera
and variable pressure, while in the second run~ID28! the
additional use of a cryogenic setup allowed to vary b
temperature and pressure. In both cases, pressure was a
using a piston-and-cylinder device using DBP itself as pr
sure transmitting medium. The cell consisted in a 20 m
long cylinder sealed at both ends by 1 mm thick diamo
windows. For constant temperature measurements, data
collected upon pressure increase. In the constant pres
case, data were collected upon cooling, while manu
keeping the pressure constant at the desired value, com
sating for the sample thermal shrinkage~isobaric condi-
tions!. Pressure was measured with a piezoelectric gauge
cated outside the cryogenically cooled cell; the press
gradient between the inside of the cell and the pressure g
was checked to be negligible.

The inelastic scans were made using the five-analyzer
ups of both instruments, at the Si~11,11,11! energy resolution
~i.e., .1.6 meV full width at half maximum!. In this con-
figuration, each inelastic scan yields fiveQ points spaced off
.3 nm21. Further details on the beamline operation can
found in Refs.@18–20#. The typical statistics of one inelasti
scan required adding up several of them, with a final m
integration time of 150 s per point.

B. Brillouin light scattering

Brillouin light scattering~BLS! measurements were mad
at room temperature as a function of pressure. A 514 tandem
Fabry-Perot interferometer in combination with the 514.5
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radiation of an ion argon laser was used in backscatte
geometry. DBP was inserted into a diamond anvil cell a
pressure was controlled with the classical ruby luminesce
technique. Brillouin spectra consisted of a longitudinal do
blet, from which the longitudinal sound velocity was d
duced using the equation

v5
lcDs

2n
, ~1!

where l is the wavelength of the incident radiation,c the
speed of light,Ds the wave number spacing of the Brilloui
doublet andn the index of refraction of the sample. BLS da
as a function of temperature at ambient pressure were
trieved from already published works@21#.

C. Data

1. Chemical presentation

Dibutylphthalate is a well known, large molecule~Fig. 1,
inset! often used as plasticizer in the polymer industry. As
glass former, it has been the focus of many investigati
including viscosity@22#, shear modulus@23#, and dielectric
measurements@24#. The glass transition temperature of DB
is Tg.176 K, while its melting point is 238 K. The tempera
ture dependence of the viscosity (h) of DBP can be de-
scribed by a single Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann law„ln(h/T)
5Aexp@B/(T2T0)#… @22# throughout the temperature interv
Tg–Tg1220 K, with T0.150 K. Unlike the vast majority
of glass-forming liquids, the observation of a ‘‘critical tem
perature’’Tc is not straightforward in the high-temperatu
regimes of both the dielectric relaxation spectra and visco
curves of DBP. Recent optical Kerr effect measurements
port, however, an indirect estimation ofTc.226 K @25#.

The structure factorS(Q) of DBP is very similar to that
of other aromatic liquids~Fig. 1!: it is characterized by a
‘‘prepeak’’ at 8.7 nm21 and a more prominent peak a

FIG. 1. Static structure factor of dibutylphthalate~DBP!, S(Q),
at ambient pressure (s) and 4 kbar (d). The molecular structure
of DBP is depicted in the inset.
0-2
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HIGH-FREQUENCY DYNAMICS OF THE GLASS FORMER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 031510 ~2002!
16 nm21, at ambient pressure and ambient temperat
While the position of the main peak can be correlated to
van der Waals diameter of the molecule~first coordination
shell!, the origin of the prepeak is more debated. In non-
bonded phenylene-based glass formers, it is often relate
orientational correlations between phenylene groups
neighboring molecules@26#. The change of the static struc
ture factor upon applied pressure mainly affects the lowQ
region: the prepeak and the main peak, respectively, mov
by 6% and 7% upon a 4 kbar pressure increase. More s
ing is a substantial reduction of the scattered signal over
whole region 2,Q,17 nm21. This latter behavior reflects
the decrease of density fluctuations as the system is de
fied. It could be considered as the tail manifestation o
more dramatic reduction of an ultra small angle x-ray sc
tering, which in the caseo-terphenyl~OTP! was ascribed to
scattering by fractal aggregates of nanometric domains@27#.

The relaxation time characteristics associated with tha
process can be deduced from the temperature dependenc
the viscosity and of the limiting shear rigidity modulu
(G`), with ta5h(T)/G`(T). Combining experimental de
terminations of both quantities@22,23#, one gets the evolu
tion of ta5 f (T) displayed in Fig. 2. This figure indicate
that the macroscopic relaxation time in DBP, at ambi
pressure, is of the order of several nanoseconds in the h
temperature regime, becoming doubtlessly larger under
plied pressure. Therefore the vibrational dynamics pro
with IXS, which lie in the picosecond time domain, can
considered as uncoupled from the relaxational dynamics,
condition vt@1 being verified throughout the investigate
temperature-pressure range. The fragility indexm
5@d ln^t&/d(Tg/T)#T5Tg) @28# deduced from this curve is es
timated at 85, a value comparable to that of OTP, a typ
fragile glass-forming liquid.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of thea-relaxation time in
DBP as deduced fromta5h(T)/G`(T). h(T) was extracted from
the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann law ln(h/T)5A exp@B/(T2T0)# with A
52.431024 P/K, B5995 K, andT05147 K @22#. G`(T) was de-
duced from the reported law (G`)215(G0)211C(T2T0) with
G054.83109 Pa, C51.9310211 Pa/K, andT05151.3 K @23#.
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2. IXS spectra and dispersion curves

Figure 3~a! displays typical inelastic x-ray spectra o
dibutylphthalate at 244 K, for the selectedQ values of 1, 2,
3, and 5 nm21. All spectra consist of a strong elastic pea
and a Brillouin doublet. For the lowestQ value the inelastic
peaks hardly emerge out of the elastic footline because of
unfavorable Lorentzian-like line shape of the energy reso
tion function. Still, one can clearly observe the shifting of
inelastic signal towards high energies with increasingQ. Fig-
ure 3~b! shows the correspondingV5 f (Q) dispersion rela-
tion derived from a three-component fit of the correspond
S(Q,v), using a Lorentzian line shape for the deconvolut
elastic and inelastic peaks. All data fits performed within t
study yielded a negligible elastic broadening.

The obtained dispersion curve reveals a linearV-Q rela-
tionship, which ceases to hold for 3,Q,5 nm21. On de-
viation from the linear regime, the excitation broadeningG
severely increases withQ @Fig. 3~c!#. As observed for all
glass formers investigated so far by IXS, suchQ dependence
appears to be quadratic within the error bars. Such beha
is known to originate from the topological disorder. The d
parture of theV(Q) variation from a linear relationship is
often referred to as the signature of ‘‘structural effects
meaning that on approaching the first peak in the static st
ture factor (Qprepeak.9 nm21, Fig. 1! the dynamical corre-
lations more and more feature the detailed molecular
rangement of the vibrating units.

The detailed study of the pressure-temperature dep
dences of the collective dynamics in DBP was achieved
following the evolution of IXS scans at only threeQ points
in the dispersion curve~because of a limited availability o
beam time!. Several checks of the overall shape of the d
persion curves, in both the glassy and liquid/supercoo
phases, were achieved. Apart from density driven stiffen
effects, no significant change upon pressure or tempera
was detected, as far as the linear dependence ofV(Q) and
the quadratic behavior ofG(Q) are concerned@Fig. 3~c!,
inset#. From the latter observation, it should be noted th
besides being temperature independent, the disorder ind
sound attenuation process (G5aQ2 with a50.147
60.005 meV nm22 in the present case! is found here to be
alsopressure independent.

3. Temperature dependence of the collective dynamics in DB
at fixed pressure values

Previous IXS investigations on various glass forme
demonstrated the existence of a slope discontinuity in
temperature dependence of the excitations’ frequencies a
fixed Q value of'2 nm21 @29–31#. The occurring tempera
ture Tx of this slope change was associated with the liqu
glass transition, at themesoscopiclevel. Figure 4~a! reports
the T dependences ofVQ andGQ at the fixedQ values of 2
and 5 nm21, for DBP at ambient pressure. Also reported
this figure is the frequency shift at 2 nm21 expected from
the BLS speed of sound@21#.
0-3
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FIG. 3. ~a! Inelastic x-ray spectra of DBP atT5244 K, recorded at differentQ values. The data (s) are shown together with the tota
fit ~solid line!, the elastic contribution~dashed line!, and the inelastic contribution~dotted line!, as modeled by Lorentzian functions.~b!
Dispersion curveV(Q) of DBP atT5244 K ~error bars correspond to61s statistical error!. The dashed line represents a linear fit of t
data, from which the deduced speed of soundVIXS51930650 m/s.~c! Q dependence of the excitations’ broadeningsG(Q). The dashed line
is a fit function G5aQ2 with a50.14760.005 meV nm22. The inset shows theG(Q) dependences obtained at ambient pressure~‘‘0
kbar’’!, 2 kbar, and 4 kbar.
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The general increase of the excitations’ frequencies u
cooling, with a steeper variation in the liquid phase than
the glassy phase, is the microscopic counterpart of an
crease of the bulk modulus~and less importantly of the shea
modulus! with decreasing temperature. Although the BL
data follow the same trend as the IXS data, one observ
quantitative disagreement between the two sets of values
T,250 K. The most likely explanation for this is that wh
is satisfactorily well described by a linear regime in the IX
dispersion relations may in fact be an already bending
portion of a lowerQ-region linear relationship. Such a sc
nario can be viewed as the manifestation of an inhomo
neous elasticity network of the disordered structure@2,6#,
along some interpretations of the boson peak~the frequency
position of the boson peak in DBP matches that of the e
tations detected atQ52 nm21).

The temperature dependences ofV2nm21(T) and
V5nm21(T) both feature a change of slope at a certain te
peratureTx . From the intersection of the linear extrapol
tions of the high- and low-temperature regimes, one fin
Tx'175 K. The data collected atQ51 nm21 require a care-
ful analysis since for such low excitation energies the ine
tic signal shows up as a quasielastic deformation of the e
tic footline. By fixing the broadening of the excitation
observed atQ51 nm21 to a value evaluated from the ex
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perimentally foundQ2 law @Fig. 3~c!#, one obtains a similar
cusp behavior as that found for the two otherQ settings, with
a Tx value lying within an acceptable uncertainty range
Tx5175 K. Recent works from Mossaet al. @32# suggested
that the temperatureTx follows a Q dependence, at least i
the case of OTP. No such behavior could be found in
data fromQ51,2, and 5 nm21. It is nonetheless fair to men
tion that the experimental check for this predicted behav
may require a finer temperature grid than the one used in
study, in combination with a more favorable sample th
DBP for which the inelastic-to-elastic intensity ratio is rath
poor. Obviously, for DBP at ambient pressure, the value
Tx coincides with that ofTg .

The pressure dependence of the behaviors depicted in
4~a! was evaluated by repeating the same measuremen
P52 kbar. Figure 4~b! reports the temperature variations
V2nm21(T) andV5nm21(T) at 2 kbar, together with the cor
responding variations of the excitations’ broadenings. Aga
one observes a change of slope in the temperature evolu
of the excitations’ frequencies for bothQ values. The cross-
over temperatureTx is now found at.22565 K. According
to literature data@17#, the macroscopic glass transition o
DBP at 2 kbar isTg

2kbar.191 K. Therefore, unlike the am
bient pressure case, one findsTx /Tg'1.18 at 2 kbar.
0-4
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FIG. 4. Temperature depen
dences of the excitations’ frequen
cies V2nm21(T) and V5nm21(T)
(d) together with the correspond
ing broadeningsG2nm21(T) and
G5nm21(T) (s) at ~a! ambient
pressure and~b! 2 kbar. Square
symbols show the frequency shi
at Q52 nm21 expected from
Brillouin light scattering measure
ments@21#. Vertical lines indicate
the respective locations of theme-
soscopicglass transition tempera
ture Tx and themacroscopicglass
transition temperatureTg ~see
text!.
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4. Pressure dependence of the collective dynamics in DBP
at fixed temperature

Figure 5~a! compares the pressure dependences of
sound velocities deduced from BLS measurements and f
the IXS data collected atQ52 nm21, at 300 K~i.e., in the
liquid phase!. Both quantities follow a smooth behavior as
function of increasing pressure, showing a quantitativ
good agreement throughout the 0–4 kbar range, as ca
expected from Fig. 4~a!, in the region of 300 K. Figure 5~b!
reports the pressure dependences ofV2nm21(P) and
V5nm21(P) at 210 K. In contrast to the room temperatu
data, one observes a break in both variations at a valuePx
lying around 1.5 kbar. Similarly toTx , Px can be considered
as the pressure value that marks the mesoscopic struc
arrest associated with the glass transition process. From
lished data of isothermal calorimetric measurements on D
@33#, the macroscopic glass transition pressurePg of DBP at
210 K is evaluated at 6.4 kbar, a value that appears con
erably larger thanPx .

5. Nonergodicity factor

The determination of theS(Q,v) through inelastic x-ray
scattering allows to evaluate the so-called nonergodicity
tor f Q , as given by the ratio of the quasielastic peak to
integratedS(Q,v). According to the mode coupling theor
~MCT! @34#, the temperature dependence off Q(T) shows a
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cusp behavior at a critical temperatureTc . Previous investi-
gations on OTP@29# and polybutadiene@30# have indeed
provided strong indication that such break could be found
the IXS-f Q(T), at a temperature consistent with the corr
spondingTc’s of the samples.

The temperature dependence of the nonergodicity fa
was evaluated for DBP atQ51,2, and 5 nm21, using the
quasielastic and inelastic components derived from the fit
the data. Figure 6 displays the results obtained at amb
pressure. Unlike the cases of OTP and polybutadiene, th
curves unveil amonotonicdecrease with no significant slop
change throughout a temperature interval that encompa
Tg ~175 K! andTc ~226 K! ~80–300 K!. The same observa
tion holds for the 2 kbar data, up to 320 K~not shown in Fig.
6!. It is also worth noting that this ratio does not chan
appreciably as a function of pressure~0–4 kbar!, in the fixed
temperature measurements.

III. DISCUSSION

The investigation of the high-frequency collective dyna
ics in dibutylphthalate under pressure has led to several
servations that on the one hand meet those reported for o
glass formers, while on the other hand appear to fea
specificities of the DBP molecule.
0-5
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A. MERMET, E. DUVAL, A. POLIAN, AND M. KRISCH PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031510 ~2002!
As far as propagation characteristics are concerned,
acoustic dynamics in DBP are typical of those of disorde
systems: one observes an acoustic excitation of frequencV
that disperses with wave vectorQ, with a speed of sound
close to that found from Brillouin light scattering. As fo
most glass formers, the broadening of this excitationG ap-
pears to follow a uniqueQ2 dependence, whether in the liq
uid phase or in the glassy state, at either ambient pressu
up to 4 kbar. The evolution of these dynamics on cooling
liquid through the glass transition is also qualitatively simi
to that found for other glass-forming systems: the stiffen
rate of the collective dynamics upon temperature decre
shows a marked slowing down on crossing a narrow te
perature range indexed asTx , which can be considered a

FIG. 5. ~a! Pressure dependences of the sound velocities
duced from the ratioV/Q at Q52 nm21 (d) and from Brillouin
light scattering~square symbols!, at T5300 K. ~b! Pressure depen
dences of the excitations’ frequenciesV2nm21(P) ~top graph! and
V5nm21(P) (d) together with the corresponding broadenin
G2nm21(P) andG5nm21(P) (s) at T5210 K. The vertical dashed
line locates themesoscopicglass transition pressurePx .
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themesoscopicglass transition temperature. The comparis
of Tx with the macroscopicglass transitionTg reveals that
both values coincide at ambient pressure, while they sign
cantly split as the system is submitted to a pressure of 2 k
From this observation one concludes that the densificatio
the disordered structure of DBP leads to a separation of
mesoscopic and macroscopic regimes: the more compac
system is, the more the ‘‘freezing’’ point of the local~nano-
scopic! structure is off the macroscopic structural arrest. It
interesting to relate this finding to results obtained from v
cosity measurements under pressure@17#. According to this
latter study, DBP displays an unusual behavior in the lo
pressure range: its fragility index~there defined asmT
5@] ln h/](Tg /T)#T→Tg

) decreases rapidly as applied pressu
is increased from ambient up to 4 kbar, then it follows
monotonic increase as a function of pressure, in a sim
fashion to that of glycerol. Between 0 and 2 kbar, the va
of mT of DBP decreases by'25%, thereby meaning tha
DBP turns from a fragile to an intermediate glass form

e-

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the nonergodicity param
f Q(T) at different Q-values, as determined from the ratio of th
quasielastic intensity to the integratedS(Q,v) intensity
(614 meV). The dashed lines are guides to the eye.
0-6
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HIGH-FREQUENCY DYNAMICS OF THE GLASS FORMER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 031510 ~2002!
within this pressure range. Combining this observation w
our IXS results leads to the conclusion that the concep
fragility is connected to a decoupling of themacroscopic
dynamics (⇔Tg) from themesoscopicdynamics (⇔Tx): the
stronger the glass is the more the local scale collective p
erties separate from the macroscopic behavior. Such t
goes well along descriptions that associate the degree of
gility with an inhomogeneity of the glass nanometric sc
@2,35#: the stronger the glass former is, the greater the fl
tuations within the elasticity inhomogeneous network. It m
also be considered as a support of computer simulations
dencing a breakdown of continuum elasticity in amorpho
structures@8,9#: local elastic inhomogeneities, with chara
teristic sizes lying in the nanometer range, possess their
dynamics which are mainly dominated by size effects, a
which therefore do not scale with those of larger leng
scales. We have to point out that although theelasticdisorder
appears to be more inhomogeneous as the system is su
ted to pressure, it does not imply an increased inhomogen
of the static disorder. Such is indicated by the marked d
crease of elastic scattering under the application of press
thereby revealing a reduced level ofdensityfluctuations over
the mesoscopic range. This behavior strongly shows u
the pressure dependence of theS(Q), as displayed in Fig. 1

The quantitative analysis of the scattered elastic and
elastic intensities, as obtained from the fits of the experim
tal S(Q,v), brings complementary details on the viscoelas
behavior of this molecular glass former. As mention
above, the temperature dependence of the IXS nonergod
factor f Q(T) of DBP does not show any marked transition
to surprisingly high temperatures (;300 K), at variance
with other glass formers@29,30#. In fact, the nonobservation
of a pronounced crossover between the high- and l
temperature dynamical regimes of DBP can also be not
from viscosity or dielectric loss spectroscopy data@22,24#. A
closer inspection of published BLS data on DBP@21# pro-
vides further understanding on how both the longitudinal a
transverse dynamics behave as a function of tempera
From these results, it appears that in this material shear w
excitations can be observed up to.250 K, i.e., up to tem-
peraturesabovethe melting point (Tm5238 K). This means
that DBP maintains a solidlike behavior up to rather hi
temperatures, in comparison with other fragile glass form
A possible explanation for this can be found by examin
the chemical structure of dibutylphthalate~Fig. 1!. The DBP
molecule consists of two hydrocarbon flexible butyl cha
bonded to a phthalic nucleus. Obviously, the interaction
tween neighboring DBP molecules may feature two origi
one being ascribed to the interaction between adjacent
talic groups while the other arises from the interaction
tween hydrocarbon chain portions. Surely, the former in
actions are rather strong in comparison with the latter on
that most likely dominate thea-relaxation dynamics if one
considers the rather low glass transition temperature of D
~in accord with its use as plasticizer!. As suggested in a re
cent study on the orientational dynamics in DBP@25#, it is
very plausible that the phthalic groups interactions lead t
‘‘nanoscopic organization,’’ analogous to pseudonematic
mains in liquid crystals.
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From these considerations, it follows that the temperat
variation of the nonergodicity factor reflects atomic motio
that arise both from ‘‘strongly’’ interacting molecular entitie
~within phthalic ‘‘clusters,’’ that can be considered as t
source of solidlike behavior at high temperature! and from
‘‘weakly’’ interacting species~butyl chains!. Upon cooling, it
is expected that the breakdown of ergodicity be driven by
onsets of solidlike effects~or so-called ‘‘cage effects,’’ ac-
cording to the MCT! that deprive molecular segments fro
their translational degree of freedom. The BLS data indic
that such definitely occurs from temperatures as high as
K; therefore, the breakdown of ergodicity in DBP may a
ready set in at ambient temperature. Further IXS experime
over a temperature region that would extend from;400 K
down toTg will help checking the validity of this scheme.

IV. CONCLUSION

The use of inelastic x-ray scattering has allowed us
probe the collective dynamics inherent to themesoscopic
scale as a function of pressure and temperature, in the
lecular glass former dibutylphthalate. Benefitting from t
high sensitivity of DBP dynamical properties to pressure,
have observed a significant upshift of the ‘‘IXS glass tran
tion temperature’’ (Tx) on going from ambient pressure to
kbar. The comparison ofTx with the macroscopic glass tran
sition Tg reveals that whereas both values are equal at am
ent pressure, they differ by a factor 1.18 at 2 kbar. On
grounds that the degree of fragility of DBP decreases w
increasing pressure, we straighforwardly demonstrated th
lower fragility index is connected to an offset between ma
roscopic and mesoscopic dynamics. This observation ca
considered as a sign of dynamical inhomogeneity at
nanoscopic scale, along the lines of the inhomogeneous e
tic network of glasses.

On a more molecular level, we have shown that dib
tylphthalate behaves differently from somewhat compara
fragile glasses like OTP, in the view of the temperature
pendence of its nonergodicity parameterf Q(T). We propose
that this peculiarity may be due to the existence of relativ
strong interactions between phthalic groups of neighbor
molecules, which are screened by the comparatively wea
butyl chains interactions. In this sense, the aliphatic parts
the molecule act as plasticizing agents, thus explaining
relatively low glass transition temperature of DBP in com
parison to other aromatic molecules. However, the relativ
long-lived phthalic groups interactions lead to a local free
ing of the translational degree of freedom quite early in
supercooled state. Such scenario meets conclusions d
from a study on the orientational dynamics in DBP@25#,
thereby establishing the net originality of this molecule.
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